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Abstract—Integrated circuit (IC) design automation has traditionally followed a hierarchical approach. Modern IC design flow is divided into sequentially-addressed design and optimization layers; each successively finer in design detail and data granularity while increasing in computational complexity. Eventual agreement across the design layers signals design closure. Obtaining design closure is a continual problem, as lack of awareness and interaction between layers often results in multiple design flow iterations. In this work, we propose parallel cross-layer optimization, in which the boundaries between design layers are broken, allowing for a more informed and efficient exploration of the design space. We leverage the heterogeneous parallel computational power in current and upcoming multi-core/many-core computation platforms to suite the heterogeneous characteristics of multiple design layers. Specifically, we unify the high-level and physical synthesis design layers for parallel cross-layer IC design optimization. In addition, we introduce a massively-parallel GPU floorplanner with local and global convergence test as the proposed physical synthesis design layer. Our results show average performance gains of 11X speed-up over state-of-the-art.

I. INTRODUCTION

The mainstream hierarchical design methodology of modern VLSI CAD is to separate the design flow into a sequence of design optimization steps ranging in abstraction from system-level design exploration down to the physical design. Reusing prior work reduces the complexity of each design step, and abstraction makes early-stage design optimization feasible without being overwhelmed by the low-level design details. However, with the increasing role of physical effects such as interconnects, process variation, and power and thermal profiles in the final design’s cost, this separation between layers makes the overall CAD process more difficult and error prone. Primarily, this is because the physical effects can only be obtained accurately after performing the physical design. Without knowing physical information during the early design stages, inaccurate or even incorrect decisions are often made early on with irreversible impact during the rest of the IC design process. Iterations of the entire design flow are therefore required to meet design closure and thus the overall process is expensive, resulting in serious design closure failings, increased time to market, and increased IC cost.

To solve the design closure problem, accurate physical information must be obtained to guide the high-level synthesis process [1]. While unifying the high- and physical-levels has shown promise, it has suffered from extreme computational complexities incurred when calculating the physical ramifications of each potential high-level move. One major merit of a unified framework is that it iteratively improves the overall design quality by using incremental algorithms for high-level synthesis and floorplanning. Incremental improvements are based on previous results; so, it is much easier for these algorithms to maintain optimization continuity and data locality. However, since the low-level physical information such as wire length and power consumption must be taken into consideration for every candidate high-level move, the design space to be explored by each iterative improvement stage is huge. By our own study, the computational requirement of searching this space heavily dominates the high-level optimizations, needing over 93 percent of total execution time. Thus, even when incremental adjustment is applied the computational cost is still prohibitively high.

To make practical the idea of unifying layers of the CAD process, available parallelism within each design layer must be identified, extracted, and mated to a suitable compute architecture. With the recent trend toward parallel computing driven by the emergence of powerful multi-/many-core microprocessors and the supporting parallel programming environments, parallel CAD research has been rejuvenated. In [2], a parallel-move placement strategy was pipelined, with each pipeline stage occupying its own processing core. Recent studies leveraging the emerging many-core GPU with NVIDIA’s CUDA platform [3] have focused on CAD problems that are inherently data parallel [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. For example, in [10], a well-known analytical cell placer [11] was ported to a many-core GPU, exploiting high data parallelism. In [12], the high-level global placement layer of a multi-level analytical placer [13] was again accelerated through a GPU co-processor.

Though most of the studies provide significant speedup, they bear the following two constraints. First, these studies target only a single layer in the design space for parallelization. Secondly, their solution is formed for one specific architecture, namely either multicore CPU or the GPU, to exploit parallelism in accelerating a pre-existing flow. Further, these recent studies have shown little success for CAD problems with complicated control characteristics, and none of these recent studies consider cross-layer optimization of the IC design automation flow. This absence in the literature can be attributed to the complexities of the heterogeneous control, data parallelism, and communication characteristics required for a cross-layer parallel optimization approach.

For the first time, we introduce parallel cross-layer optimization for unified high-level and physical synthesis. The major contributions of this work include:

• This is the first work for parallel cross-layer optimization. Though we use unified high-level and physical synthesis as our case study, our parallel flow can be applied to other multi-level flows.
• We leverage the parallel computational power from both the CPU and GPU, and we fit them to meet the heterogeneous computational requirements across the design layers.
• We take advantage of unique conditions present in our parallel cross-layer flow, and further optimize the traditional simulated annealing floorplanning approach to achieve a 24 percent speedup without sacrificing quality of results.
• We apply high- and physical-level synthesis to the parallel cross-layer optimization technique and show on average 11X speed-up compared to state-of-the-art work.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce parallel cross-layer optimization with the nondeterministic transactional model and discuss its application in combined high-level and physical level synthesis. Section III describes how to apply our parallel cross-layer optimization algorithm to a heterogeneous computing system, Section IV introduces our novel massively parallel GPU floorplanner, and in Section V we demonstrate the experimental result. Finally, Section VI concludes our work.

II. PARALLEL CROSS-LAYER OPTIMIZATION

In this work, we deliver a parallel algorithm solution for cross-layer power optimization of unified high-level and physical synthesis using a nondeterministic transactional model. Through the cross-layer optimization framework, we globally optimize the decisions made in the individual layers to produce an IC holistically minimized for power. We investigate how to uniformly specify parallel high-level and physical-synthesis algorithms, how to design cross-layer interaction and optimization between high-level and physical synthesis, and how to expose the intra-layer and cross-layer parallelisms to speed up the overall optimization flow.
We adapt the framework of [14] to the idea of parallel high-level and physical-level synthesis. The input to the cross-layer optimization algorithm is a CDFG $G$, an input arrival (and output sampling) period $T$, and a library $L$ of function units (FUs) for data-path implementation. With the given input, it explores the design space by doing an incremental search from initial solutions of each different combination of candidate supply voltages and control steps. Upon completion, it produces an RTL circuit whose total power consumption and estimated area are optimized.

Our algorithm starts by generating a candidate set $P$ of valid combination of supply voltages and control steps. For each candidate $p \in P$, we store a synthesized data path and physical solution, a corresponding weighted cost considering power consumption and area, and the current supply voltage and control step. These properties are denoted as $p.sol$, $p.cost$, $p.voltage$ and $p.cstep$. Additionally, we add a control flag $p.flag$ to each solution to monitor the progress of the algorithm. The algorithm initializes the solution with a fully-parallelized assignment with the fastest available FU from the library that implements each operation. An as-soon-as-possible (ASAP) schedule is then generated for the initial solution to determine whether it meets its timing requirements. Starting from this family of initial solutions, an iterative improvement phase attempts to improve each candidate architecture by reducing the switched capacitance, while still satisfying the sample period constraints. In each iteration of the improvement phase, a high-level test movement is performed for each supply-voltage and control-step configuration. An improvement attempt on the specific $p$ generates the corresponding floorplan and then updates $p.sol$. With the physical synthesis done and the physical information now known, the algorithm returns to the high-level and activates the third group of guarded commands. These commands now accurately evaluate the power consumption of the configuration $p$. If the cost was improved due to the combined HLS move and updated physical layout, its flag is set as $SYN$, indicating that further improvement is possible. Otherwise, its flag is set as $BRK$, indicating that no further incremental improvement attempt on the specific $p$ is needed.

The algorithm terminates when all the flags for $P$ are set to $BRK$, which indicates that no better solution is found or the number of HLS movements has reached the user-defined threshold. On exit, our algorithm outputs the lowest cost configuration among $P$ as $\textit{best}$, which is our decided upon result.

Our unified high-level and physical-level synthesis algorithm in Figure 1 demonstrates and leverages the three benefits of the nondeterministic transactional model. Firstly, the second group of guarded commands correspond to the floorplanning action, which can be further specified using finer guarded commands. The abstraction and composability of guarded commands helps us to more clearly specify the cross-layer algorithm. Secondly, the commands on the physical layer interact with the high-level synthesis commands through examining $p.flag$ in their guards. Fusion of optimizations across both high-level and physical layers is attained, which is the primary tenet of our parallel cross-layer optimization technique. Finally, abundant parallelism is exposed in Figure 1. At first look, commands are independent on $p.flag$. However, when we expand the group of guarded commands, we find that each command in the group can be executed independently, since commands treat each $(V_{dd}, C_s)$ pair individually. The nondeterministic transactional model tells us that we can execute any of the transactional commands arbitrarily as long as the guards are satisfied. Due to the data isolation of each $p \in P$, the commands in each group can be executed in parallel. In summary, $|P|$ parallelism is available in our algorithm, where $|P|$ is the number of valid $(V_{dd}, C_s)$ configuration pairs. In our experiments, $|P|$ is often on the order of $1000$ and higher, depending on the benchmark, which suits extremely well to a multi-core many-core architecture as we will see in the following section.

III. MAPPING OF UNIFIED CROSS-LAYER OPTIMIZATION TO HETEROGENEOUS ARCHITECTURES

In this section, we discuss how the parallel cross-layer optimization technique is applied to a heterogeneous computing system, which is composed of a multicore CPU and multiple high-performance Nvidia GPUs. We will discuss in detail the appropriate programming considerations encountered and their corresponding performance tradeoffs.

A. Overall Framework

When implementing the high-level and physical level synthesis algorithm described in Figure 1, we need to partition the three
groups of guarded commands in between the CPU and the GPUs in order to best utilize the heterogeneous computing system. The first and third groups of commands, which correspond to the HLS operations, are mapped to CPU threads so as to facilitate high-performance sequential execution. The second group of commands, which corresponds to the physical synthesis, is mapped to the four GPUs for issuing as bulk CUDA kernels. Such partitioning is done mainly for three reasons. First, we cannot decouple a HLS move from its successor or predecessor move for parallelization due to the obvious dependency; but, we can alternatively serially generate many candidate \((V_{dd}, C_s)\) configurations of the same move iteration, and concurrently evaluate the cost for each on a highly data-parallel GPU architecture. Second, serial dependencies and high control complexity in the HLS mates best with a sequential device that leverages deep pipelines, high instruction-level parallelism, and high instructions-per-second throughput. Moreover, the computational cost of these HLS operations takes only a small portion of the whole algorithm flow, so there is not much advantage in attempting parallel execution.

Third, floorplanning operations are composed of many finely-grained and independent data manipulations; as such we are free to floorplan all HLS configurations concurrently, which mates extremely well with a high-throughput and data-parallel architecture like the GPU.

For our algorithm in Figure 1, we bind each of the guarded commands \(p \in P\), their physical information is updated all together by launching a floorplanning kernel on the GPU. Leveraging the massive number of cores in GPU, we can produce the floorplan for all \(|P|\) configurations concurrently. The detail of the GPU floorplanning kernel will be described in Sections III-C and IV. After the floorplan and the associated physical information is updated by the GPU, we retrieve the physical information to send to the CPU. The power cost function for each configuration is then updated one by one. With the new cost, we can decide whether configuration \(p\) gains improvement or not, which is the last step in the current iteration. This process is carried out repeatedly until no more improvement can be achieved in all configurations.

**B. Parallel Control and Communication Characteristics**

From system-level design exploration to physical synthesis, parallel CAD algorithms targeting different IC-design optimization layers exhibit distinct run-time behaviors, e.g. unique computation and communication characteristics. We now focus on how to best satisfy communication between layers, or equivalently, their synchronization.

In this work, we perform HLS and physical synthesis together in a single heterogeneous system, e.g. a GPU with CPU co-processor, with communication occurring across the system PCI-express bus. The bottleneck of the communication is the data transfer rate between the CPU and the GPU. Additional overhead from the GPU is also incurred from each GPU kernel launch. Our task is then to minimize transfer frequency, and maximize data transfer size. We do this by organizing the data of a CPU/GPU transaction to be large enough to overcome these overheads, but not so large as to stall either CPU or GPU computation. To this end, we coalesce small frequent communications into larger and more infrequent ones, and in doing so we pipeline communication with computation in both the CPU and GPU. The CPU iteratively generates and buffers candidate configurations intended for GPU physical design and cost evaluation, as they are too small to efficiently transfer alone. When enough data path candidates have been generated to make the PCI-express transaction profitable, a GPU kernel is launched. Meanwhile, the CPU generates further candidate configurations while the GPU performs the physical evaluation layer. Due to the hard architectural constraint of the PCI-express bus, even with our best efforts we are forced to tolerate some imbalance in execution times between the CPU and GPU. In the terms of our nondeterministic transaction framework outlined in Section II, high-level guarded command groups one and three communicate with group two physical-level commands by exchanging module type and connection information from the CPU and physical information from the GPU. Because we only issue the data for the GPU only once per HLS optimization iteration, communication granularity between layers is effectively coarsened, the number of GPU kernel launches are minimized, and computation can be overlapped with communication.

**C. GPU-Driven Physical Design**

For our algorithm in Figure 1, we bind each of the guarded commands in the third group to a computing thread of the GPU. Many threads are then batch executed in GPU kernels. Concurrently, each GPU thread in a kernel derives the floorplan for its candidate \((V_{dd}, C_s)\) configuration and further evaluates the physical information from the floorplan such as total area and wire length. Since there can be thousands of configurations, and the GPU has hundreds of cores, multiple configurations are mapped to a single core in the GPU to be alternatively executed in groups of threads that in CUDA parlance are called *warps*. Warps dictate the thread granularity at which the GPU hardware thread manager issues instructions, and they are sized to groupings of 32 threads in most recent Nvidia devices. In this way, we can make the maximum use of every computing core of the GPU; keeping them busy. We use simulated annealing (SA) for our floorplanner, as it is the most popular approach used in the floorplanning physical design stage [16], [17], [18], [19]. Sequence pairs are used to represent the configuration of the floorplan because they can be organized as arrays in GPU memory, which is an appropriate data access pattern for GPU. Similarly, the module block and net information for each \((V_{dd}, C_s)\) configuration is also stored as arrays in the GPU global memory, due to their size. In order to
GPU thread per floorplan. Due to the atomicity of the GPU kernel, floorplans up to thousands of flatten. To exploit massive GPU parallelism, this work concurrently i.e., convergence occurs. As an example, Figures 3(a) and 3(b) is identical as that in Figure 2.

As is previously mentioned, the number of valid configurations, using one GPU processor in use be controlled through a unique CPU thread identification, multithreading in the GPU allows for the employment of multiple GPU cards for parallel floorplanning. As is previously mentioned, the number of valid \((V_{dd},C_s)\) configurations \(|P|\) is usually on the order of a thousand while the number of cores that a GPU contains is on the order of a hundred. It is desirable that multiple GPUs are leveraged to make full use of the abundant parallelism in concurrent floorplan evaluation of \(|P|\) configurations. For example, in our implementation, through four computing threads in the multicore CPU, we can drive four Tesla C1060 GPUs – by which we leverage up to 960 computing cores in computing threads in the multicore CPU, we can drive four Tesla GPUs.

Currently, the CUDA programming model does not support efficient on-the-fly random-number generation during the kernel execution. Therefore, an array of random values is generated by the CPU and preloaded along with the data path information into the GPU memory, which is then subdivided for exclusive use in individual threads. After floorplanning is complete, the GPU kernel calculates a final cost describing power usage due to interconnect length and overall area of the circuit, for each of the configurations. All configuration results are stored in an array and passed back to the host CPU, which, now aware of the effects of every HLS move, can select the lowest-power result.

D. Multicore and Multi-GPU Implementation

With the techniques introduced by the previous subsections, the parallel high-level and physical synthesis flow has been completely specified. However, we can leverage the multicore CPU and multiple GPU cards available to further speed up the algorithm without compromising the quality of the result.

Using the multithreading mechanism, we create several threads and partition the three groups of guarded commands in Figure 1 according to the candidate configurations as \(P = \{P_1,\ldots,P_k\}\). Here \(k\) is the number of threads created. Each thread \(i\) is in charge of its own partition of candidate configurations \(P_i\). Since there is no data dependency between each individual configurations, the guarded commands for high-level moves can be executed in parallel across the threads. More importantly, since the CUDA programming model requires that each GPU processor in use be controlled through a unique CPU thread identification, multithreading in the GPU allows for the employment of multiple GPU cards for parallel floorplanning.

Fig. 4. Number of iterations needed to pass our two-level test for floorplan convergence for all \((V_{dd},C_s)\) configurations at a single iterative improvement phase for the MAC benchmark. The vertical line indicates the global termination signal.

Our approach to determine local convergence for a single GPU thread is as follows. The local test for convergence is defined by two levels. The first level is satisfied when most moves stop yielding an improved cost. The most recent 60 moves are examined, and if 5 percent or less improve the cost, the second level test is activated.

The second level examines the magnitude of the benefit of move improvements, and compares these against the most profitable move ever encountered. If all improved moves have 10 percent or less of improvement per cycle spent during this time. Late converging GPU threads add little overall benefit to the GPU kernel, while blocking converged threads from sharing results with the CPU. To address the above observations, we introduce a method to dynamically decide the global (kernel) termination of floorplan optimizations, utilizing local convergence test results of the individual GPU threads. The algorithm for local and global tests for convergence per GPU thread is shown in Figure 5, and is further detailed in the following two paragraphs.
latent outliers. This is evidenced by Figure 4, where a convergence distribution of the MAC benchmark can be seen. Figure 4 shows that the majority of MAC configurations meet the local convergence test within the same 150 iteration period (between 350 and 500 iterations). The vertical line dividing columns in Figure 4 indicates when 90 percent of MAC configurations have met our local convergence test. Other benchmarks showed similar distributions as MAC. Once a GPU thread has converged, it continues to optimize the floorplan until the GPU kernel is globally terminated. Doing so ensures that all GPU resources are in use for the entirety of the GPU kernel lifetime. In Figure 4 the MAC benchmark passes the global test in roughly 600 iterations. When the shared counter in global memory reaches 90 percent of |P|, the GPU kernel is globally terminated. Stopping here is advantageous because the remaining configurations likely would have yielded little improvement while adding a great expense. The lack of degradation in our results, shown by Table I, supports this assertion. Through testing of combined local and global influences, subtle design relationships affecting convergence can be successfully accounted for, as well as maximizing use of GPU compute power.

```plaintext
if threadIdxz = 0
  countSHARED := 0
fi
moveBEST, flagCONV := ∞, false
do
  generate floorplan move and evaluate its cost moveCOST
  if flagCONV = false
    HISTORY ← move
  end if
  if moveCOST < moveBEST
    moveBEST := moveCOST
  end if
  ∀m segue ∈ HISTORY ∧ moveCOST < 0
    IMPRV ← move
    if IMPRV ≤ 5% × |HISTORY|
      ∀m segue ∈ IMPRV ∧ moveCOST ≤ 10% × moveBEST
        countSHARED := countSHARED + 1
    end if
    flagCONV := true
  if countSHARED ≥ 90% × |P|
    return
  fi
od
```

Fig. 5. CUDA GPU floorplan algorithm to test for local GPU thread and global GPU kernel convergence.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of the parallel high-level and physical-level cross-layer power optimization algorithm, compared with the traditional sequential version. Tables II and III give the comparisons of the quality of synthesized designs and run-times between the sequential program and our (multi-) GPU program. We first check the consistency of resulting quality of our parallel algorithm. From Table II, we can observe that the GPU-parallel programs achieve indistinguishable design quality, in terms of total power and area, to the sequential version’s. This is due to the fact that all the programs explore the same design space, and the algorithm for high-level synthesis is identical. The tiny differences in Table II are induced by the non-determinacy of the simulated annealing algorithm, e.g., for the same design, it is possible that the floorplanner gives a slightly different result each time it is called.

After examining result consistency, we now analyze the performance of parallel cross-layer optimization, as is listed in Table III. Note that the run-time and speed-up listed in Table III are the total time of the program, including sequential switching-activity simulation. The column labeled with “#config” shows the number of valid (Vdd, Cc) configurations for the current benchmark. Since our workstation has four GPU cards, we tested the performance of our parallel program using one to four cards, the results of which are indicated in Table III as columns “GPU 1” to “GPU 4”. The single GPU program achieves average speed-up of 3.53X over the CPU version. Although a GPU has a great number of cores (Tesla C1060 has 240 cores), the computational power of one GPU core is far less powerful than that of the modern CPU processor. Furthermore, the memory access speed of the CPU is much faster than that of the GPU. However, by leveraging the abundant parallelism in the cross-layer optimization algorithm, the collective power of the many-core GPU overwhelms that of the CPU, achieving better performance. This is indicated by the speed-up shown in our multi-GPU program. As we observe from Table III, near linear speed-up is achieved. For some small benchmarks such as MAC and PAULIN, the speed-up is worse than the others, caused by two major reasons. First, for these small cases, the sequential switching-activity simulation takes a larger part in the whole program. Secondly, the number of valid (Vdd, Cc) configurations in these cases is relatively smaller, which indicates limited parallelism and therefore limited potential for performance increase. On average, a speed-up of 11.13X is achieved with four GPU cards.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we proposed and implemented the parallel cross-layer optimization technique across high-level and physical syntheses. We derived our optimization framework using the non-deterministic transactional model with UNITY. Leveraging the heterogeneous parallel-computational power in current multi-/many-core processors, increased exploration of design space was achieved with our experimental one using an 11X average speedup while delivering comparable results. We believe that the proposed parallel cross-layer optimization technique is a potential method for alleviating unacceptable compute complexities of the design closure problem.
TABLE I
GPU FLOORPLANNING: TRADITIONAL SA VS. PROPOSED GPU SA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Traditional SA</th>
<th>Proposed GPU SA</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time (sec)</td>
<td>Average Energy (pJ)</td>
<td>Average Energy (pJ)</td>
<td>Speedup (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC</td>
<td>11.84</td>
<td>2214.36</td>
<td>15.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRF</td>
<td>67.10</td>
<td>3422.79</td>
<td>11.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELLIPTIC</td>
<td>32.52</td>
<td>2857.97</td>
<td>26.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAULIN</td>
<td>20.58</td>
<td>1242.33</td>
<td>19.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR1</td>
<td>37.74</td>
<td>9993.90</td>
<td>92.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR2</td>
<td>81.64</td>
<td>4029.71</td>
<td>63.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCT_DCT</td>
<td>53.64</td>
<td>2925.21</td>
<td>41.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEMICAL</td>
<td>35.21</td>
<td>2592.33</td>
<td>30.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIDE</td>
<td>76.17</td>
<td>2501.84</td>
<td>29.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LACOBI_SM</td>
<td>107.13</td>
<td>3646.05</td>
<td>78.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCT_LTEE</td>
<td>99.84</td>
<td>3061.91</td>
<td>78.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RANDOM100</td>
<td>147.19</td>
<td>1155.22</td>
<td>107.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Avg                       | 72.48          | 1675.01         | 60.35       | 1675.53 | 1.04X | 99.37 |

TABLE II
DIFFERENCE OF RESULT ON BENCHMARKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Area savings (%)</th>
<th>Power savings (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAC</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>3.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRF</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELLIPTIC</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>2.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAULIN</td>
<td>10.94</td>
<td>10.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR1</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>2.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR2</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>2.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCT_DCT</td>
<td>6.84</td>
<td>5.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEMICAL</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>2.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIDE</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCT_LTEE</td>
<td>-2.60</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LACOBI_SM</td>
<td>-3.60</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCT_LTEE</td>
<td>-1.38</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RANDOM100</td>
<td>8.98</td>
<td>2.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Avg                       | 3.83             | 1.94              |

TABLE III
RUN-TIME SPEED-UP ON DIFFERENT BENCHMARKS. (TIME UNIT: SECOND)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>GPU 1</th>
<th>GPU 2</th>
<th>GPU 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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